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1. INTRODUCTION, SUMMARY 
In a finite projective plane 1t a blocking set is a set S of points such that each line contains 
at least one point in S and at least one point not in S. The main results in this note are 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.7 and Corollaries 1.8 and 1.9. Theorem 1.1 describes new bounds on 
certain kinds of reduced blocking sets in PG(2, q). Theorem 1.7 and Corollary 1.8 give new 
bounds on the cardinality of a reduced (and so, of an arbitrary) blocking set Sin PG(2, q). 
These bounds yield a significant improvement on previously known results. The proof of 
1.7 uses a combinatorial argument together with special cases of some deep results in 
Jamison [9] and R6dei [10]. A fortuitous factorization makes the result more tractable. (The 
result of 1.1 is used in 1.4 to obtain bounds on the size of complete arcs in PG(2, q): in some 
cases these results give a slight improvement on the results in Hirschfeld [8]). 
Corollary 1.9 shows how the structure ofPG(2, q) is being utilized: it yields a far stronger 
result than a related result for general planes in Bruen and Thas [5] (the case n > 4 in 
Theorem 3 there). 
For blocking sets in arbitrary finite projective planes not much is known apart from 2.2. 
Here we offer a new proof based on an idea in Hill and Mason [7]. Moreover the proof can 
be generalized to arbitrary 2-designs as in Theorem 2.3. 
Fundamental to the improved bound on lSI in PG(2, q) is a result of Jamison [9] on 
intersection sets in the classical affine plane AG(2, q). His result is not valid for general finite 
affine planes: the problem of finding good bounds on the size of blocking sets in finite affine 
planes is open. Our result (Theorem 3.1) describes the best known such bounds. We use the 
fact that an affine plane (which is of course a 2-design) also has its lines arranged into 
parallel classes, so our result is a slight improvement on Theorem 2.3 in the case of finite 
affine planes. 
NOTATION, TERMINOLOGY 
We denote the cardinality of a set X by IXI. For sets A, B we denote by A - B the set 
of elements which are in A and are not in B. For the positive real number x, [x] denotes its 
integer part. If W is any set of points in a finite projective plane 1t then W means the 
complementary set in 1t. Let S be a blocking set in 1t. S is reduced ("irreducible" in [6]) if 
no proper subset of S is a blocking set. As is pointed out in [6] this is equivalent to saying 
that on each point P of S there passes a line I of 1t such that the only point on S on I is P, 
i.e., such that S (\ I = {P}. This line I which meets S in just one point is said to be a tangent 
to S. A line of 1t meeting S in at least two points is called an S-secant. 
1. CLASSICAL PLANES 
The following result appears as Theorem 2.2 in [6]. However, the statement there is 
slightly incorrect as the stipulation that (J ~ I (which is needed in the proof) was 
inadvertantly omitted in [6]. 
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1.1. THEOREM. In n = PG(2, q) let S be a reduced blocking set with lSI = q + A.. 
Assume that some line x of n contains exactly A - 0 points of S with 0 ~ I. Then 
A ~ q + 1 + 20/0 + 1. 
PROOF. First we claim that if Z is in S - x, the number of S-secant lines that pass 
through Z and meet x in a point of x - S is at most O. Suppose not: let there be 0 + 1 + h 
such lines passing through Z E S - x with h ~ O. Since S is reduced there exists a tangent 
line z to S through z. Let nA = AG(2, q) be the affine plane obtained by removing z from 
n. Let J denote the tangents to S other than z passing through Z. Then IJI ~ q - (A - 0) -
(0 + 1 + h) = q - A-I - h. On each line a of J choose anyone point R = R(a) '" Z. 
Denote by H the set of all such points R(a), so IHI = IJI ~ q - A-I - h. Finally put 
SA = S - {Z} u H. Since S is a blocking set in n, SA intersects all lines in nA • Also ISAI ~ 
q + A-I + q - A-I - h. Thus ISAI ~ 2q - 2 - h < 2q - 1. But in [9] it is estab-
lished by Jamison that any set Win nA = AG(2, q) intersecting all lines of nA must satisfy 
IWI ~ 2q - L This contradiction established our claim. 
Next we count the set I of incidences of points of S - x with those S-secant lines that meet 
x in a point of x - S. By the claim above we get III ~ (q + 0)0. 
We have Ix - SI = q + I - (A - 0). Using the fact that S is a blocking set we get 
III ~ (q + 1 - (A - 0»(0 + 1). Combining the two inequalities on III yields the result. 
We turn our attention to k-arcs. A k-arc Kin n = PG(2, q) is a set of k points of n with 
no three collinear. K is complete if K is not contained in any k'-arc with k' > k . 
1.2. THEOREM. If K is a complete k-arc in n = PG(2, q) then (k2'l) > q. 
PROOF. Draw a tangent t to K at any point P of K (if no such tangent at P exists then 
k ~ q + 2). Through each of the q points of t apart from P there must pass at least one secant 
to K since K is complete. Since such a secant cannot contain P there are at most e 2' l) such 
secants. Therefore e 2' l) ~ q. However since q > 1 is a prime power we cannot have 
(k2'l ) = q, so e2'l) > q. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let K be a complete k-arc with (k2'2) < q - 1. Then the secants W to K 
form a dual blocking set which is also reduced. 
PROOF. Since K is complete each point of n = PG(2, q) lies on at least one secant to K. 
Since k < q + 2 each point of n lies on at least one line which is not a secant to K. Thus W 
is a dual blocking set. To see that Wis reduced let w be any secant to K. If each point ofw - K 
were on at least one other secant to K apart from w this would imply that (k2'2) ~ q - 1, 
contradicting the hypothesis. Thus W is reduced. 
From 1.2 ifKis a complete k-arc we have (k2'l) > q. We write (k2'l) = q + o where 0 ~ 1. 
The following result improves on the best known lower bound for k (see [8]). 
1.4. THEOREM. Let K be a complete k-arc in n = PG(2, q) with (k2'2) < q - 1. Then we 
get 
PROOF. Let W be the set of secants to K. From 1.3, W yields a reduced dual blocking set 
in nwith IWI = m = (k2") + (k - 1) = q + 0 + k - 1. AnypointPof~M~p~~tly 
k - I lines of W. Thus in the plane ii; dual to n (which is in fact isomorp~C W' ~,) I 'f.;)1,elds 
a reduced blocking set S with lSI = q + A where A = 0 + k - I: moreoY~' ; ~t~ · ;L~nd 
some line of ii; contains exactly A - 0 = k - I points of S. An appeal to 'fheorem l.l 
completes the proof. ' "" ,i ',;1 ", I I 
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We want to give some more applications of Theorem 1.1. Some preliminaries are needed. 
Referring to the bound on A in Theorem l.l we have, 
1.5. LEMMA. Let a(8) = (q + 1 + 28)(8 + 1)-1. Then,for 8 > 0, a(8) is a decreasing 
function of 8. 
The following is theorem 2 in [5]. 
1.6. LEMMA. Let S be a blocking set in afinite projective plane n of order n with lSI = t. 
Then some line I of n contains at least f3 points of S where 
f3 = t(t - I)[t(n + 1) - (n 2 + n + IW I . 
Using the notation of 1.6 suppose lSI = n + A. Now if some line I of n contains exactly 
A points of S then as in [6] we say that S is of Redei type. 
1.7. THEOREM. Let S be a reduced blocking set in n = PG(2, q) with q = pd. Write 
lSI = q + A. 
There are then two possibilities, as follows: 
(a) S is of Redei type. Then A lies in one of the following intervals: 
[ 
q-I q-IJ 
I+pe+I'pe_I' e = 1, ... [~J. [q; 1 , q J. 
(b) S is not of Redei type. Then we get 
1 lSI ~ q + 1 + J2q - 2q . 
PROOF. If S is of R6dei type then part (a) follows as in the proof of Theorem 8 in [4], 
making use of Rerlei's result as described in Theorem 6 of [5]. 
Assume that S is not of Rerlei type. Thus any line of n meets S in A - a points where 
a ~ 1. Let the maximum number of points on any line I of n be A - 8. From 1.6 we get 
A _ 8 ~ (q + A)(q + A-I) . 
qA + A-I 
Thus 
8 
qA2 + q - 2qA - q2 
~ ~--~~~~--~ 
qA + A-I 
Using Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.1 we then get 
1 q2A - 2q2 - 2qA + q + 2qA2 + A-I 
A ~ 2 2 qA - qA + q - q + A-I 
Then 
A3 q + A2( - 3q + 1) + A(3q - 2l - 2) + 2q2 - q + 1 ~ O. 
This factors to give 
(A - I)[qA2 - (2q - I)A - (2l - q + 1)] ~ O. 
From [1], [2], A ~ J(j + 1: thus A satisfies the quadratic inequality. The result follows. 
REMARK. Using 1.7 we may obtain a lower bound on an arbitrary blocking set W: if W 
is not reduced we may 'throwaway' surplus points until W is reduced. To get an upper 
bound on W we can use the fact that W is also a blocking set. 
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1.8. COROLLARY. Let S be a blocking set in PG(2, q) where q is not a square. Then 
lSI ~ q + J2q + I - 1/2q. 
PROOF. If S is of Redei type the result follows immediately from 1.7(a). If S is not of 
Redel type the result follows from 1.7(b). 
1.9. COROLLARY. Let S be any blocking set in n = PG(2, q) with q a square. Let 
lSI = q + Jq + 1 + t where ° < t < J2q - Jq - 1/2q. Then there exists a subset T 
of S such that the points of S - T are the points of a Baer subplane of n. 
PROOF. We have lSI = q + A where A = Jq + 1 + t, t > 0. If S were of Redei type 
then from 1.7(a) t = 0. But this is impossible as t > 0, so S is not of Redei type. It then 
follows from 1.7(b) that S is not reduced. Therefore there exists a point PI of S such that 
SI = S - PI is a blocking set. We can repeat the argument above using SI instead of 
S. Continuing we obtain a sequence PI, P2 , ••• ~ of points in S such that S, = S -
{PI' P2 , ••• ,P,} is a blocking set. Since IS,I = q + Jq + 1, the result follows from 2.2. 
2. GENERAL PLANES 
In the finite projective plane n of order n let S be a blocking set with lSI = n + A. We 
now give a new proof of a result first shown in [I], [2]. By joining any two points of S we 
see that lSI ~ n + 2, so A ~ 2. The following easy result is Lemma 1 in [1]. 
2.1. LEMMA. No line of n contains more than A points of S. 
2.2. THEOREM. n + JIi + 1 ~ lSI ~ n2 - JIi. Equality occurs in the lower (respect-
ively, upper) bound if and only if S(S) is the set of points of a Baer subplane of n. 
PROOF. Let Xi' I ~ i ~ k, denote the number of lines of n containing exactly i points 
of S. Thus 
k 
L: Xi = n2 + n + 1. (A) 
I 
Counting incidences of lines of n first with points of S and then with ordered pairs of points 
of S we get 
k 
L: x,i (n + A)(n + 1) (B) 
I 
k L: x;i(i - I) = (n + A)(n + A - I). (C) 
I 
Forming -A(A) + A(B) - I(C) and adding, we get 
k L: xi(i - 1)(k - i) = A2n - 2An - (n2 - n). 
i=1 
Since the left-hand side is non-negative so is the right-hand side. Since n > ° we have 
A2 - 2A - (n - I) ~ 0, 
that is 
[A - (JIi + I)][A + (JIi - 1)] ~ 0. 
Since A is positive, A ~ JIi + I with equality if and only if Xi = 0 for aU i save".t; == 1 and 
i = A = JIi + 1. Using the fact that S is a blocking set the rest of the thee:~~riffollows 
easily. >;J~' ; '. 
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REMARK. If n is not a square then one can show by the method of 'point-chasing' 
developed in [2] that the lower bound on lSI can be improved by one when n > 10. The 
case n = 10 is discussed in [3]. 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. The new proof of2.2 presented here is based on an idea in [7]. The 
authors are very grateful to Dr R. Hill for making available to them a preprint of [7]. The 
technique in [7] is quite flexible and can be applied to any 2-design D. With the usual 
meaning of b, v, r, k, A one can show the following: 
2.3. THEOREM. Let S be a set of points in the 2-design D with parameters b, v, r, k, A. 
Assume that each block of D contains at least one and at most () points of S. Then, putting 
lSI = t we get 
t2 A - teA + ()r) + ()b ~ 0 
In the next section we improve on this slightly, using the fact that an affine plane is, in 
particular, an affine design. 
3. AFFINE PLANES 
A set S of points in an affine plane nA of order n is an intersection set if each line of nA 
contains at least one point of S. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we made essential use of 
Jamison's result to the effect that if nA = AG(2, q) then lSI ~ 2q - 1. However (see 
A. A. Bruen and M. J. de Resmini, Blocking sets in affine planes, Annals of Discrete Math. 
18, 1983, 169-176) there exist intersection sets S in finite affine planes nA of order n with 
lSI < 2n - 1. If the intersection set S does not contain a line of points then S is called a 
blocking set. The following result describes the best known lower bounds on the cardinality 
of blocking sets and improves slightly on the result in corollary 2 of [5]. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let S be an intersection set in the finite affine plane nA of order n. Write 
lSI = n + A. Assume A ~ n. Then 
(a) If S is not a blocking set we have A ~ n - 1. 
(b) If S is a blocking set then nA2 - 3nA + 3n - n2 + 2 ~ O. 
(c) In particular for n > 2 we get 
,1,2 - 3,1, + 3 - n ~ O. 
It follows that, for n > 2, lSI > n + Jli + 1 and, if n is a square, lSI ~ n + Jli + 2 
for any blocking set S. 
PROOF. If (a) then S contains a line x. Each line parallel to x must contain a point of 
S yielding A ~ n - 1. 
Now, assume (b). Let I denote the set of incidences of ordered pairs of points of S with 
lines ofnA. Then III = (n + A)(n + A - 1). As in 2.1, no line ofnA contains more than 
A points of S. Then a counting argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2 in [5] 
shows the following: the contribution Ie to I from a given parallel class C of nA satisfies 
IIeI ~ ,1,(,1, - 1) + 2. 
(Here the upper bound on Ie corresponds to the situation when one line of C has (exactly) 
A points of S one has two points and the remaining n - 2 lines of nA in C have one point 
each of S). Thus 
III ~ (n + 1)[,1,(,1, - 1) + 2] 
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Combining this with III = (n + A)(n + A-I) we get (b). Dividing the inequality in 
(b) by n > 0 yields A2 - 3A + 3 - n ~ - 21n. Since n > 2 and A is integral this yields 
A2 - 3A + 3 - n ~ O. An examination of this quadratic form shows that 181 > n + 
JYi + 1. If n is a square this then implies that 181 ~ n + JYi + 2. 
REMARK. It follows that if the number of points of an intersection set 8 is less than 
2n - 1 then 8 is necessarily a blocking set. 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF 
This paper is a sequel to [6] and was written shortly after [6] appeared. However, partly 
because of a lengthy delay in the editorial offices of another journal, publication has now 
been held up for several years. 
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